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Coordinatizing a projective plane H by a Hall ternary field T and factoring out 
its extended radical R a we obtain a fuzzy ring K--- T/IRa in the sense of A. Dress 
which makes / /  a matroid with coefficients in K. Surprisingly, the structure 
(K, +, .  ) is a universal invariant of H and does not depend on the chosen ternary 
field T. All orderings (orientations) of H and all valuations of H can be recognized 
via K. Using our notion of uniform valuations on ternary fields, we give a complete 
survey over the valuations of H in the sense of Dress and Wenzel. © 1994 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Considering projective planes as matroids, in [14] we have shown that 
Dress's and Wenzel's recent matroid theoretical concept of Tutte groups 
[2-6] is closely related to Junkers' theory of order functions in projective 
planes [7-10] and to our algebraic oncept of radicals in ternary fields 
[11]. In the present paper, we will use these relations to establish for 
projective planes an interpretation f Dress's celebrated theory of matroids 
with coefficients. 
Having its origin in the algebraic theory of orderings of Hall's ternary 
fields [12], the notion of the radical of a ternary field has become a fruitful 
tool within geometric algebra: It serves as a useful measure for the 
inhomogeneity of ternary fields and allows us to set up an extensive 
algebraic theory for arbitrary ternary fields (see, for example [10, 12, 14]). 
Somewhat surprisingly, it now turns out that modulo their extended radi- 
cals Ra, all ternary fields T of a given projective plane H are isomorphic. 
Hence factoring out R, overcomes one of the most serious drawbacks of 
Hall's concept of ternary fields, namely the fact that two ternary fields 
coordinatizing isomorphic projective planes need not to be isomorphic. The 
resulting structure is shown to be a fuzzy ring in the sense of Dress [1], 
allowing us to consider the projective plane H(T) over T as a matroid with 
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coefficients in T//Ra. T/IRa is an invariant of the projective plane over T, 
and within the category of fuzzy rings and their morphisms it provides us 
with the "universal coefficient domain" for H(T), which is aimed at in the 
introduction of Dress's paper [ 1 ]. Its universal properties are mirrored by 
the facts that its multiplicative group of units equals the inner Tutte group 
of H(T) and that the addition in T/IRa corresponds to the addition in each 
of the underlying ternary fields of H(T). In particular, all orderings 
(chirotope structures) and all valuations of H(T) can be recognized via 
T/IRa. Making use of our notion of uniform valuations, originally intro- 
duced to serve in the algebraic theory of orderings of ternary fields [12], 
we present a complete survey over all valuations of H(T) in the sense of 
Dress and Wenzel [5]. 
Technically, the paper is organized as follows. After recalling basic 
notions, in Section 1 we derive some arithmetic properties of ternary fields 
modulo their radical and show that the structures T/Ra= (K= {Mc TI 
Ra'M=M}, +, ", -R~, {eeK[0e~}) and r//R~=(X={Ratl+..+ 
Ratn[t 1,..., tneT, neN}, +, . ,  -R~, {eeK[0e~}) are fuzzy rings in the 
sense of Dress. Section 2 is devoted to the relations between the matroid 
theoretical concept of Tutte groups studied in [2-6] and Junkers' theory 
of multiple valued order functions on projective planes. In particular, for 
any projective plane II(T), fixing a certain Junkers' order function co and 
a corresponding volume function det, we present a computational 
approach to these groups in terms of the underlying ternary field T. To 
obtain some freedom as to the coordinatization, we start Section 3 by 
proving that modulo their extended radicals all ternary fields o f / /  are 
isomorphic. This allows us to check, that det is a Grassmann-Plficker map 
of degree 3 and that H can be considered as a matroid Mde t with 
coefficients in T//R~. To illustrate and to apply our results, Section 4 
concerns valuations. Any uniform valuation w:T~Fw{O} of T in 
the sense of [12] admitting an abelian value group F gives rise to a 
valuation w o det of H(T) in the sense of Dress and Wenzel. We will 
prove that modulo projective quivalence all valuations of H(T) arise in 
this way. 
1. Fuzzy  RINGS OF TERNARY FIELDS 
Let H= (N, &a) be a projective plane. The points (resp. lines) o f / /a re  
denoted by lower case (resp. upper case) Latin letters. LG means the inter- 
section of two distinct lines L and G of H, and pq is referred to be the 
joining line of two distinct points p and q of H. Given a frame o, u, v, e 
of H, following Pickert [15, Sect. 1 p. 31], we coordinatize the affine plane 
Huv with respect o uv as line at infinity and obtain a ternary field (planar 
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ternary ring, Tern/irk6rper) T= T(o, u, v, e) of H=H(T).  The points at 
infinity and the lines of Huv are denoted by: 
(m) :-- (o(1, m))(uv), m ~ T, 
(d )  := v(d, 0), de T, 
(m,c)  := (m)(0, e), m,e~T. 
We identify T with ov and simply write y for (0, y) and oo for v. As usual 
let a+b := T(1, a, b), ab := T(a, b, 0), T* := T\{0}, and write a-b ,  -b,  
a/c, and c\a for the elements defined by (a -b )+b=a,  ( -b )+b=0,  
(a/c)c=a, and c(cka)=a respectively (a, b, ceT, c¢0). Note that this 
implies (a + b) - b = a, (ae)/c = a, and c\(ca) = a, and that in general 
(T, + ) and (T*, .) are non-associative loops. 
For the convenience of the reader, we recall the definition of fuzzy rings 
from [1]: 
DEFINITION. A fuzzy ring K= (K, +,., e, Ko) consists of a set K together 
with two binary compositions "+"  and "." from K x K into K, a specified 
element e ~ K and a specified subset Ko c K such that the following eight 
axioms hold: 
(FRO) 
elements 0
(FR1) 
(FR2) 
where K* 
(FR3) 
(FR4) 
(FR5) 
(FR6) 
e'21.22EKo; 
(FR7) /£1,/£2, 2, x ~ K and 
~..KzeK o. 
(K, +)  and (K,-) are abelian semigroups with neutral 
and 1, respectively; 
0 . /£=0 for all reeK; 
~'(~Cl+~C2)=e.~1+e./£2 for all ~fl,/£2eK and all eeK* ,  
:= {e e KI 1 s ~. K} denotes the group of units in K; 
g2=l ;  
Ko+ Ko cKo, K'Ko cKo, OSKo, and 1¢Ko; 
for all eeK*  one has: 1 +c~SKo~=>~=e; 
/£1, ~c2, 21, 22 ~ K and /£1 + 21, /£2 + 22 e Ko implies tq • x 2 + 
x + 2. (tq + ~2) e Ko implies /£ + 2-/£, + 
A fuzzy ring K= (K, +, . ,  e, Ko) is called a fuzzy integral domain if we have 
for all /£, 2eK;  and it is called a distributive fuzzy ring, if for all 
R~I, /£2, /~EK 
2. (~ l+x2)=2.~c l+2.x2 .  
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We are going to prove, that by factoring out its extended radical any ter- 
nary field T gives rise to a fuzzy integral domain. The radical R = R(T)  of 
T is the normal subloop of the multiplicative loop T* := T\{0} of T 
generated by those elements re  T* for which there exist a, b, c, d, m, n, 
x, y e T with a ¢ b, n ¢ m, y ~ x, and T(m, y, c) = T(n, y, d), such that at 
least one of the following equations holds 
(i) T(m,x ,a ) -T (m,x ,b )=r . (a -b )  
(ii) T(n, x, d) - T(m, x, c) = r. ((n - m).  (x -  y)). 
The extended radical R a = Ra(T) of T equals the normal subloop of T* 
generated by R(T)  and by those re  T* for which there exist x, y, ze  T* 
such that 
(iii) x(yz)  = r. ((xy)z) or 
(iv) xy= r . (yx) .  
We will make heavily use of the fact, that the factor loop T*/Ra is an 
abelian group, and that Ra contains the radical R of T. The latter provides 
us with the following lemmata on rules of arithmetic in T: 
(1.1) LEMMA. For all non-empty subsets M of T fulfilling R . M c M and 
for all elements a, b, c, d, m, n, y, x e T with T(m, y, c )= T(n, y, d) we have 
(1) M[T(m,  x, c ) -  T(m, x, d)] =MEc-d] ,  
MET(n, x, d) - T(m, x, c)] = ME(n - m).  (x - y)],  
MET(a, b, d ) -  T(a, c, d)] = M[a(b -c )  ], 
M[T(a,  b, d ) -  T(c, b, d) l  = M[ (a -  c) b], 
(2) ME(a + b) - (a + c)] = M[b  - c], 
m[(a  + b) - (c + b)] = MEa-  c], 
(3) M[( -a )+b]=MEb-a] ,  
M[a -  ( -b ) ]  =M[a+b] ,  
M[ - - (a -b ) ]  = MEb -a ] ,  
M[ (a  + b) + e] = M[a -  ( ( -  c) - b)], 
(4) m[(a-b)c ]=MEac-bc] ,  
m[a(b  - c)] = MEab-  ae]. 
Proof The first two claims of (1) are immediate from the definition, 
and the third follows from the second by choosing n = a, x = b, m = 0, and 
y = c. Similarly, taking y = 0 yields the last claim of (1). Scaling with M, the 
remaining assertions can be derived from [11, 2.2]. 1 
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(1.2) LEMMA. For all non-empty subsets M of T fulfilling R . M = M and 
for all elements a, b, c ~ T we have 
(1) T(M,a ,b )=Ma+b,  T (a ,M,b)=am+b,  
T(a, b, m)=ab+ M, 
(2) M+a=a+M,  (a+M)+b=a+(M+b) ,  
M+(a+b)=(M+a)+b,  (a+b)+M=a+(b+m),  
(3) a(M+b)=aM+ab,  (M+a)b=Mb+ab,  
(4) -M(ab)  = M[ -ab  ] = M[( -a )b ]  = M[a( -b )  ]. 
Proof To check the first claim of (1), let a ~ 0 and suppose that the 
elements x, yE T fulfill T(x, a, b)= ya+ b. By (1.1, 1), we obtain 
Rya = R[(ya + b) -  b] = R[T(x, a, b ) -  T(x, 0, b)] = Rxa, 
and thus Ry = Rx. Hence, if x • M then y e Rx ~ RM c M, which shows 
T(M, a, b) c Ma + b; and if y e M then x e Ryc  M, which yields Ma + b c 
T(M, a, b). Similarly, one proves the second claim of (1). For the third, let 
x, y e T satisfy T(a, b, x )=ab + y. Using Lemma (1.1, 2) and (1.1, 1), we 
get 
Ry = R[(ab + y) - (ab + 0)] = R[T(a, b, x) - T(a, b, 0)] = Rx, 
which implies T(a, b, M) = ab + M, by the argument above. 
The remaining assertions follow from [13, 1.3] and [11, 2.2], scaling 
with M if need be. | 
Note, that (1.2, 2) means that any non-empty subset M of T with 
RM c M is a normal subset of the additive loop of T. 
(1.3) PROPOSITION. Given any ternary field T and a subloop U of(T*,  .) 
containing Ra(T ) let X:= {Me T[ U.McM} and Ko := {M~KIO~M}.  
Then 
T/U:=(K, +,-, (-- 1) U, Ko) 
is a fuzzy integral domain with K*= { Ut[ tE T*} as its set of units. 
Proof We have to check the axioms (FRO) up to (FR7) above. First 
note, that U is a normal set in (T*,.), since T*/Ra is an abelian group and 
R a = U. Hence T*/U is also an abelian group, and using (1.2, 3) we get, 
that K is closed under complex addition and multiplication. By virtue of 
(1.2, 2), (K, +)  and (K, .) are abelian semigroups with neutral elements 
{0) and U respectively. Hence (FRO) is proved, and (FR1) and (FR4) are 
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trivially fulfilled. To prove (FR3) we use (1.2, 3), (1.2, 4), and (1.2, 2) to 
obtain 
0= ( -1 ) ( ( -1 )  + 1)e ( -1 )  [ ( -1 )+ U] 
= ( -1 )  2+ ( -1 )U= ( -1 )2+ ( -  U)= ( -U)+ ( -1 )  2 ,
which yields ( -1 )2e  U, and thus (FR3). To see 
K* := {~KI  U~.K}  = {Ut l t~ T*}, 
it suffices to check "~ ". From U = ~. r, ~, fl ~ K, we infer 1 = ba for some 
aE~, bsf l ,  thus Uac~=a(ba)c  (0q~)a= Ua, which finally proves ~= Ua 
(cf. [1, 1.3(iii)]). 
Now (FR2) is a direct consequence of (1.2, 3). 
To show (FR5), let ~K* .  Clearly, if ~=( -1)U ,  then 0sU+~= 
( -U)+U by (1.2,2). For the converse, let ~=Ua, as  T*, such that 
0 ~ U + Ua = Ua + U. Then there exist some u, u' ~ U with 0 = ua + u', i.e. 
with ua =-u 'E -  U. Hence we have Ua= ( -1 )U ,  using (1.2, 4). 
To verify (FR6), let xl, tq, 21, 22 ~ K with 0 ~ tel + 21 and 0 ~/~2 ÷ 22" 
Hence there exist ki~ ~;, l~  2~, i= 1, 2, such that 0 --= kl + l~ = k2 + 12, i.e. 
kl = - l l  and k2-- - /2.  Using (1.2, 2), (1.2, 4) and ( -1 )2~ U, we obtain 
O~ (-U.[112) + U. l l l2= U.Il l2 + ( -U . l l l2 )  
= u( -  1) 21112 + ( -  V. l, 12) = U( - l~) ( -19  + ( -  1) U. t, 12 
CZ/~ 1 " /~2 ÷ ~" 21 "22. 
Finally, by virtue of (1.2, 3), (FRT) follows immediately from 
for all xa, ~%, 2, ~ ~ K. Since 0 ~ MN implies 0 ~ M or 0 ~ N for all subsets 
M, N of T, the fuzzy ring T/U is a fuzzy integral domain. | 
(1.4) PROPOSITION. Given any ternary field T and a subloop U of 
(T*, . )  containing R~( T) let I K := { Utl + ... + Ut, [ tl , ..., t, ~ T, n ~ N } and 
Ko := {a~KI0~0~}. Then 
T//U:=(K, + , . , ( -1 )U ,  Ko) 
is a fuzzy integral domain with K*= { Ut l t ~ T*} as its set of units. 
Proof The argument for T//U being a fuzzy integral domain goes 
exactly as in the proof of Proposition (1.3) (cf. also (['1, 1.31). | 
1 By virtue of (1.2, 2) it is not necessary to specify any bracketings for the elements in K. 
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For use in Section 4 we consider the following specialization of (1.4), 
which relies on the concept of uniform valuations introduced in [12] : 
DEFINITION. A uniform valuation of a ternary field T is a mapping 
w: T~Fu {0} from T into an ordered loop (F,.) united with a least 
element 0 fulfilling the axioms: 
(V1) w(a)=O~a=O,  
(V2) w(ab)= w(a).w(b), 
(V3) w(a-  b) ~<max{w(a), w(b)}, 
(74) w( r )= l  for all reR(T) .  
Paralleling the classical case, A~ := {te TI w(t)~< 1 } is called the valuation 
ring, lw := {te Tlw(t)< 1} the valuation ideal, and Uw := {te Tlw(t)= 1} 
the set of valuation units associated to w. Note in particular, that Uw is a 
subloop of T* containing the radical R of T. 
(1.5) PROPOSITION. Let T be a ternary field admitting a uniform valua- 
tion w: T~ Fw {0} into an ordered abelian group F. Then U~ contains the 
extended radical of T, and the structure T//U~ is a distributive fuzzy integral 
domain with T*/U~ as its set of units. 
Proof In view of (V2), the restriction wiT. is a loop-homomorphism 
from T* into F. Thus its kernel Uw contains Ra whenever its image is an 
abelian group. By (1.4), T//Uw is a fuzzy integral domain with T*/U~ as its 
set of units. It remains to check 
z'= 1 .. n j '=  1 .. m i~  1 . .n , j=  1 . .m 
for all n, m ~ N, al .... a,,, b,,.., bm~ T*. Without loss of generality let w(a l )  
be the maximum of all w(ai), i = 1 .... , n. 
If al Uw = Zi= 1. n a~Uw, then we obtain using (1.2) 
" Z al 
= Z a b, Vw 
j=  1 . .m 
= Z a bjU . 
i = 1 . .n , j  = 1 . .m 
If aa Uw #Z~=,. . ,  aeUw, then there exists at least one further a~, say a2, 
such that a~ Uw = a2 U~, for otherwise w(a2)  , ..., W(an) < w(al) would imply 
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w(Zi=X..naiUw)=W(alU)=w(al) by [12, 1.3]. Since 
have in light of (1.2, 3) and (1.2, 2) 
i= 3..n 
z 
i=3 . .n  
~ E aiUw 
i= l . .n  
A~=Uw+U~,  we 
and so alAw=~i=l..n aiU w. Using (1.2), we get 
( Et.= 1 aifw)'(j=E1 bjUw)=alAw'( 3"= ..~mbjUw) 
J 1 m 
; {t e r l  w(t) <. max{w(albj)I J  = 1..m} } 
= E Aw.albjU~ 
j=  1..m 
= Z aibjUw" | 
i= 1. .n , j= 1..m 
From [6, Theorem 2.7] we infer: 
(1.6) COROLLARY. For every ternary field T admitting a uniform valua- 
tion w: T ~ 1"u {0} into an ordered abelian group 1" the structure TffUw is 
a perfect fuzzy ring in the sense of Dress and Wenzel [6]. 
(1.7) Remarks. (a) Note that, in particular, for any ternary field T the 
structures T/Ra= (K= {Mc TIRa. McM},  +,., -Ra, {c~Kl0~a}) and 
T//Ra=(K= (Rat~+ ..+Ratn[ t l  ..... tn~ T, n~ ~}, +,-, -Ra, {c~g[0~ }) 
are fuzzy rings, whose groups of units equal the factor loop T*/Ra. 
(b) The structures T/Ra and T/IRa need not to be fuzzy fields in the 
sense of I-5 or 6], in general we have OCRa+R~¢K* (cf. [11, 14]). 
(c) In general, two ternary fields coordinatizing isomorphic projec- 
tive planes are not isomorphic. However, in Section 3 we shall show, that 
the fuzzy ring T//R~ is an invariant of the projective plane over T. 
2. Jt~I~RS' FUNCTIONS AND THE TUTTE GROUPS 
In [14] we have seen that the value group of Junkers' universal halfor- 
dering of a projective p lane/ /= (~, ~)  over a ternary field T= T(o, u, v, e) 
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equals the inner Tutte group of H in the sense of Dress and Wenzel, and 
that the Tutte group of H and its related groups are isomorphic to direct 
products of T*/Ra with some free abelian groups. Since the corresponding 
isomorphisms tem from splitting sequences (cf. [2]) and are highly 
abstract, we shall present a more explicit and computational pproach to 
these groups. 
To this end, let ~¢ denote the set of antiflags of II(T), put 
~4 :--- { (P l ,  P2, P3, P4)E ~41Pl, P2, P3, P4 collinear, P l ,  P2 # P3, P4}, 
and fix the mapping co: so' ~ T*/Ra given by: 
e)( (m, c ), (x, y)) := Ra[T(m, x, c ) -  y] 
co( (m, c), (n)) := Ra[m-n]  
o~( d),  (x, y)) := R~[x -d]  
o(L, p) := Ra for all other antiflags (L, p) of II(T). 
In view of [10], this function is a (multiple-valued) regular order-function, 
i.e. a mapping 4: d~ G onto an abelian group (G,.) fulfilling the 
"Geradenrelation" : 
4(A, c). 4(A, d) -1" 4(a, C) -1" 4(a, d) = 1 
for all lines A, B and collinear points c, d, AB with c, d6A, B. Given such 
an order-function 4, in [8], Junkers considers its first derivative: 
(Ale, d)¢ := 4(A, c). 4(A, d)--1 
which he refers to as order-relation, 2 and its second derivative: 
(A, Blc, d)¢ := (Alc, d)e-(Blc, d)~ -1. 
Calling a function h : #4 --* G a multiple-valued or G-valued halfordering of 
H, if it fulfills 
h(a, b, c, x) . h(a, b, x, d) = h(a, b, c, d) 
for collinear a, b, c, d, x with a, b # c, d, x 
h(a, b, c, d) =h(a', b', c', d') 
for perspective quadruples of points, 
2Called "Ordnungsverhfiltnis 1. Stufe" in [8], and "Ordnungsfunktion 2. Art" in [7]. 
Actually, we are dealing with the order-relation generated by 4 -1 in the sense of Junkers. 
582a/68/1-5 
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Junkers proves in [8] that for projective p lanes / /not  of order two the 
rule 
(A, Bl e, d) := {hl (Aed' Bcd' c' d) if c~d, c ,d~A,B  
if c=dq~A,B 
establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the G-valued half- 
orderings and the second derivatives of regular order-functions of/7.  In 
particular, let 
(A [ e, d)o~ := co(A, c). co(A, d ) -  1, 
be the order-relation associated to the order-function o9fixed above, and let 
ho> be the associated T*/Ra-valued halfordering, i.e. : 
h,o(a, b, c, d) :=c0(A, c).co(A, d) -1 .co(B, c) -1 .co(B, d), 
where A and B are any lines distinct from ac with a e A and b ~ B. Then we 
have 
ho~ (0, ~ ,  y, 1)= co((0, 0),  (0, y)) .  co((0, 0),  (0, 1)) -1 
• co(uv, (0, y))- i  .co(uv, (0, 1)) 
=Ra. [ - -y ] . [ -1 ] . l .1  
= yR= 
for all ye  T* using (1.1, 6). Hence h,o is a universal halfordering of /7(T)  
corresponding to the canonical projection T* - T* /Ra  .3 
Considering / /  as a matroid 4 its extended Tutte group is given by 
~-~ := l:~e/~ , where I :~ is the free abelian group generated by all 
(L, p) e d and by a special element ~, and ~ equals the subgroup of y.~e 
generated by e2 and by all elements of the form 
e(A, b)(A, e) -~ (B, c)(B, a) -~ (C, a)(C, b) -~ 
with mutually distinct, confluent lines A, B, C and points a ~ A\B, b ~ B\C, 
c ~ C\A. We denote the generating elements of T ~e by 
[L, p]  := (L, p).  ~ae 
and simply write en for e. ~(~e. 
3 More precisely, ho, corresponds to y ~ 1/y. R a in the sense of [10], but this does not affect 
its universal properties. Note, that the RHS of the last equation i the proof of F10, Satz 4] 
should be inverted. 
n For basic notions of matroid theory the reader is referred to [16]. 
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The Tutte group T of H is the subgroup of T ~ generated by all elements 
of the kind 
[L, a] .  [L, b]- l ,  
and the inner Tutte group T ° of H is the subgroup of 3- generated by all 
elements of the shape 
[L, a]- [L, b ] - l .  [G, a ] - l .  [G, b]. 
By virtue of [4, 3.5] and [4, Prop. 2.20], we have err6 T °, and any element 
of T ° has the form [Lo, ao] • [Lo, x ] - l .  EGo, ao]- l .  [Go, x] with some 
arbitrary but fixed antiflags (Lo, ao) and (Go, ao). Further, by [4, 2.4, 2.16 
and Ex.(ii)] the cross ratio on H may be defined as the mapping 
[i i] 
I a 
where A and B are any lines distinct from ac with a 6 A and b 6 B. We start 
with an explicit version of the results from [14, (2) and (3)] : 
(2.1) THEOREM. Let H be a projective plane not of order two over a 
ternary field T= T(o, u, v, e). The rule [L, p] --* co(L, p) defines an 
epimorphism from -F ~ onto T*/Ra that induces an isomorphism 
T 
~: [A, e]. [B, c]-1.  [B, d].  [A ,d ] - i  
T*/Ra 
--, co(A, c).co(B, c) -1 .co(B, d).co(A, d) -1 
sending ~rx onto ( -1)R=. In particular, after identifying -~o with T*/R= via 
c~, we may write: 
I~ °°] = h°~(0 ' l  o% y, 1)= yRa for all y ~ T*. 
Proof See the proofs of [14, Prop. 2 and Th. 3]. | 
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(2.2) COROLLARY. Let II(T) = (~, L~ o) be a projective plane not of order 
two over a ternary field T= T( o, u, v, e ), ~' := ~\{v},  and consider the free 
Z-module 
S:=f ( f , ,g )e  ~) Z× (~) Z ~ f (p )= ~ g(L)l 
L p~# Le~L~ v pe~ Le& ° ) 
~GZxOZ.  
pe~'  L~c~ 
Further let axe Gx~x Z be defined by 6x(x):= 1 and 6x(y ) :=0 for all 
y e X \  { x }. Then the following rule yields an isomorphism: 
{T "~ ~ T*/R a x S 
fl: EL, p] -9, ((D(L,p), ~p, (~L). 
Proof From (2.1) we see that fl induces a well defined homomorphism 
from ~Jr into T*/R a x S (cf. also [2, Def. 1.6]). 
Given any (tRa, f, g) ~ T*/Ra x S, as in [2, Th. 1.4] we find ~ e T g such 
that fl(~)=(t'Ra, f g) with some t 'eT*. In light of (2.1), there exists 
~/~ T °, such that ~(~/). t'Ra = tR=. Hence we see fl0/~) = (tRy, f, g), 
showing that fl is surjective. To check the injectivity of fl, pick any ~ ~ ~-g 
such that fl(~) = (Ra, 0, 0). Then, by virtue of [2, Def. 1.6], we have ~ e T °, 
and by [4, 3.5], we obtain 
= [L, a].  [L, b]-~. [G, a] -~. [-G, b] 
with some antiflags (L, a), (G, a), (L, b) and (O, b). Now we infer 
(Ro, 0, 0) =/~(~) = (~(~), 0, 0), 
and by (2.1) we get #=1 in T°c~ -~r. | 
Since the "Geradenrelation" is equivalent to the defining relations of ~ g 
(see [8]), (2.2) immediately implies: 
(2.3) COROLLARY. The mapping d ~ T*/R~ x S with (L, p) ~ (c~(L, p), 
6p, 6L) is a multiple-valued regular order-function on H(T) having the 
universal property, that any multiple-valued regular order-function of H( T) 
factors uniquely through it. 
By restricting the isomorphism fl to T we obtain: 
(2.4) COROLLARY. Let H(T)= (~, £P) be a projective plane not of order 
two over a ternary field T= T( o, u, v, e ), ~' := ~\{v},  and consider the free 
Z-module 
S ' :=f f~ @ Z ~. f (p )=0 t~ @ Z. 
L p~ p~ ) pe~'  
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Then the following rule yields an isomorphism: 
~-~ ~ T*/R a x S' 
' ; '  (I-H, a] .  I-H, b] 1 _..> (co(H, a)-co(H, 3) -1, 6a-- ~Sb). 
(2.5) COROLLARY. The function (L, p, q) ~ (LIp, q) := (co(L, p) .  
co(L, q)-l ,  3p- g)q) is a multiple-valued order-relation on H(T) having the 
universal property, that any multiple-valued order-relation on H( T) factors 
uniquely through it. 
By a volume-function on H, Junkers [7], understands a function A from 
the set N of triangles of H into an abelian group (G,.) fulfilling 
A(p~(1), P~(2/, P~(3)) = A(Pl, P2, P3) for all even permutations o- e $3, 
and by a volume-relation on H he means the derivative 
' , .~ x ,~' - *  G 
VA: I.(Pl, P2, P3, ql, q2, q3)--~A(pl, P2, P3)"A(ql, q2, q3) -1, 
of a volume-function A of H. Calling A (and v~) regular, if Junkers' 
"Geradenrelation" for A is satisfied, i.e., if 
A(al, bl, cl).A(al, bl, c2) -1 = A(a2, b2, cl).A(a2, b2, c2) -1 
holds for all (ai, bi, cj) e N, i, j = 1, 2 with collinear points al, bl, a2, b2 (cf. 
I-7, p. 231]), Junkers shows in [-7, Sects. 4, 5], that the rule 
(abJc: d)~ := v~ (a, b, c, a, b, d) 
induces an isomorphism between the group of G-valued halforderings and 
the group of G-valued regular volume-relations on H. Making his construc- 
tions explicit, we put: 
DEFINITION. Let H(T)= (~, A a) be a projective plane over a ternary 
field T= 7'(o, u, v, e). The determinant on H(T) is the mapping 
det: ~ x ~ x~- - .  T*/Rau {0} 
defined by 
det(pl, P2, P3) = 0 : <:~ Pl, P2 and P3 are collinear, 
det(p~(1), P~(2), P~(31) := -det (p l ,  P~, P3) for all odd permutations ~ e $3, 
det(x, y, z) : = co(xy, z). co(vx, y) if (x, y, z) e ~, x ¢ uv, y ~ vx. 
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(2.6) PROPOSITION (Junkers). The determinant above is well defined, its 
restriction detl~ is a regular volume-function, and det fulfills: 
(a) (ablc, d)o=det(a,  b, c).det(a, b, d)-X for all c, d~ab, aOb, 
(b) det(p~(x), P~(2), P~o)) = sign(a), det(px, P2, P3) for all a ~ $3, 
(c) det(u, v, o) = 1.Ra. 
Any other function A: ~ ~ T*/Ra satisfying (a), (b) and (c) equals detl~. 
Proof From Junkers' work [7, Sect. 4 and Satz 2.2] we know, that 
there exists a unique mapping A : ~ ~ T*/R~ which fulfills (a), (b) and (c). 
If (x, y, z) is a triangle o f /7  such that x ~ uv and y ¢ vx, then we can com- 
pute A(x, y, z) as follows (cf. [7, Sect. 1]): 
A(x, y,z)=A(x,  y,z).A(x, y,v) -1 .A(x, y,v) 
• ~(v, x, u) -1 .zl(v, x, u) .z l (u,  v, o) -1 
=A(x, y, z).A(x, y, V) -1 • A(/), x, y)  
• z~(/), X, U) -1 .A(u, v, x) -A(N, / ) ,  O) -1 
= (xylz, v)~. (vx[ y, u),o" (uvl x, o)o~ 
=oo(xy, z).co(xy, /))--1" (D(I)X, y) 
• o~(vx, u) -~ .,o(uv, x ) .  o~(uv, 0) -1 
= og(xy ,  z ) .  1 • o ) (vx ,  y ) .  1 • 1 • 1. 
Since the vertices x, y, z of any triangle can be relabeled such that x ~. uv 
and y ¢ vx hold, the mapping det is well defined and equals A on N. | 
Cons ider ing/ /as  a matroid, Dress and Wenzel [1] defined the group 
T~ :=~:~/~,  where U :e is the free abelian group generated by all 
(x, y, z) e ~ and by a special element e, and ~ equals the subgroup of ~:e 
generated by s z and by all elements of the form 
s. (Pl, P2, P3)" (P~(1), P~(21, Per(3)) -1 
for odd permutations a ~ $3, and by all elements of the kind 
(a, bl, Cl)" (a, b2, c2)" (a, b 1, c2) -1. (a, b2, C1) -1, 
where a, bl and b2 are collinear. We denote the generating elements of V ~ 
by 
I-x, y, z] := (x, y, z). K ~ 
and simply write 8 ~ for s. N~. 
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(2.7) Tr~OREM. Let I I (T)  = (~, 5Y) be a projective plane not of order 
two over a ternary fieM T= T(o, u, v, e). Then the following rule yields an 
isomorphism: 
(-F ~ -~ T*/R~ x S' x Z 
~/: < ~[x, y, z] ~ (det(x, y, z), 6~+6y+6~-~-~-6o ,  1). 
Proof As shown in [2, Th. 1.1], the rule 
[H, a ] .  [H, b]--1 ~ [hl, h2 ' a ] .  [hi,  h2, b ] -1  
where hi, h2 ~H, hi ¢h2, induces an embedding ~b: T ~-B -~ with ~n~ e~ 
(recall 817 ~ T°), and gives rise to the short exact sequence 
0~-  ~'~-Y~ ~7/~0,  
where a: ~-~ 7? is given by l-x, y, z]--+ 1. We fix a splitting of a by 
a'(1) := [u, v, o] and obtain the isomorphism: 
{ T~TxZ I-X, y, 2"] ~ (~]--l(Ex , y} Z]" I-U, V, O'] --1), 1). 
with the isomorphism 7 from (2.4) this yields an Concatenated 
isomorphism 
{ -~  ~ T*/Ra x S' x 7/ q: [x ,y , z ]~(A(x ,y ,z ) , l ) ,  
where the function zl: ~ --. T*/Ra x S' with A(x, y, z) :=7~-*([-x, y, z] • 
[u, v, 0] -1) satisfies: 
(a) (Hla, b )=A(h l ,  h2, a) .A(hl ,  h2, b) -1 for all a, bq#H=hlh2, 
hi ~ h2, 
(b) A(p~(1), P~(2), P~,(3))=A(Pl, P2, P3) for all even a~S3, 
(c) a(u, v, o) = (1, 0). 
Hence, by Junkers [7] and (2.5), this function is unique, and easily 
seen to match the mapping (x, y, z) --* (det(x, y, z), 6x + 6y + 6z -  6u-  
ao-  6a). I 
(2.8) COROLLARY. Let / / (T )  = (~, £o) be a projective plane not of order 
two over a ternary field T= T(o, u, v, e). Then the following rule yields an 
isomorphism : 
{qF ~ --* T*/R a x (~ p~ 7/ 
q': [x, y ,z ]  --* (det(x, y,z), 6x+Sy+6z-6u-6~) .  
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Proof Plainly, the rule 6 p ~ ( 6 p - 6o, 1), p e ~, defines an isomorphism 
from Gp~eZ onto S'xT] that sends 6x+fy+6z-6 , -6v  onto 
(~x+6y+~z- f , -6v -6o ,  1). | 
Since the "Geradenrelation" for volume-functions i easily seen to be 
equivalent to the second one of the defining relations of ~ ,  (2.8) 
immediately implies: 
(2.9) COROLLARY. The mapping ~ ~ T*/R a × @pe~ 7] sending any 
triangle (x, y, z) onto (det(x, y, z), 6x + 6y + 6z - 6z -  6u - 6v) is a regular 
volume-function on H(T)  having the universal property, that any regular 
volume-function of H( T) factors uniquely through it. 
(2.10) Remarks. (a) Note, that Junkers paper [7] deals with quite 
general spaces, in particular including all matroids of rank >12. Here one 
can find the first results on volume-functions and volume-relations on 
triangles of matriods. 
(b) As Junkers told me, his habilitation paper [9] contains an exten- 
sive exposition of universal regular order functions and their derivatives. 
Especially corollaries (2.3) and (2.5) are related to his results. Similarly, 
Junkers was the first to study volume-functions admitting universal 
properties (unpublished). Our corollary (2.9) may be regarded as an inter- 
pretation of his concept of volume-functions which are "universal modulo 
equivalence". 
(c) Although the groups considered in this section are invariants of 
H, the given isomorphisms are by no means canonical and strongly rely 
on the chosen coordinatization and on the specified order-function co. 
Plainly, it is possible to replace the latter by, say, any multiple t-co 
of a~ (t e T*). 
(d) Similarly, there is no pure geometric reason for specifying det by 
norming it to det(o, u, v)= 1 (cf. [7]). However, the encouraged reader is 
invited to verify that, if K is a field and if the points (lines) of I I (K) are 
given as one- (resp. two-)dimensional subspaces of K 3 with o := (0, 0, 1)K, 
u := (1, 0, 0)K, e := (1, 1, 1)K, and v := (0, 1, 0)K, then 
det(x, y, z) = - 
x l  Yl z l  
1 
provided x := (Xl, ~2, 1)K, y := (Yl, Y2, 1)K and z := (zl, Z2, 1)K. 
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3. FUZZY RINGS OF PROJECTIVE PLANES 
For our purposes, the most convenient definition of matroids with coef- 
ficients is the following one relying on Grassmann-Pliicker maps (cf. [3]):  
DEFINITION. Let E be some set and m ~ N. A matroid Mb of rank m on 
E with coefficients in a fuzzy ring K= (K, +,., e, Ko) is an equivalence class 
of maps 
b:Em--, K*u  {O} 
satisfying the following axioms: 
(GP0) There exists el .... , em~E with b(el .... , era) 50 ;  
(GP1) b is e-alternating, i.e., for all el , . . . ,em~E and for all odd 
permutations a ~ Sm we have 
b(e~(1), ..., e~(m))  = e . b(el . . . . .  em)  
and 
b(el .... ,em)=0 if [{el .... ,em}l<m;  
(GP2) for all e ...... era, f2, ..., fm ~ E we have 
e i. b(e o ..... e'~ .... , em)" b(ei, f2, ..., fro) ~ Ko, 
i=0 
where two such maps b, b' are called equivalent if b - 2. b' for some 2 ~ K*. 
A mapping b:Em---~ K*• {0} satisfying (GP0), (GP1) and (GP2) is called 
a Grassmann-Pliicker map of degree m. Due to [-3, Prop. 4.1], the set N of 
bases of M = Mb given by 
:={{el  ..... em}lb(el .... ,em)~0} 
forms the set of bases of a combinatorial geometry _M in the usual sense. 
The fuzzy ring K associated to M b is called a K-structure for _M. 
Before showing that for any ternary ring T the fuzzy ring T/ /R  a is a 
K-structure for the projective plane H over T, we will prove that T/IRa is 
an invariant of H. We even have the stronger: 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let /7= (~, ~)  be a projective plane coordinatized by 
two ternary fields T= T(o, u, v, e) and T '= T(o', u', v', e'), and let Ra denote 
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the extended radical o f  T and R'~ that of  T'. Any projectivity ~z: ov ~ o'v' 
which satisfies zr(O ) = 0', ~( oo ) = 0o' and re(l)= 1'fulfi l ls: 
(a) rc(x .y .  Ra) = ~(x) O re(y) Q R" 
(b) rc(-Ra)= G R'o 
(c) zc(xRa+ y)=zc(x )R 'aG~(y)  
for  all x, y ~ T, where +, - and • refer to T and (D, G and @ to T'. 
Proof  The claims are perfectly trivial, i f /7  is the projective plane of 
order two. So let us assume, that / /has  order at least three. Making use 
of [10], for all multiple-valued halforderings h o f /7  and for all x, y~ T, 
r ~ R a we have: 
h(O', oo', 7z((xy)r), 1') 
=h(0, o% (xy)r,  1) =h(0, oe, xy, 1) = h(0, o% x, l /y)  
=h(0, oe, x, 1).h(0, o% 1, I /y) 
= h(0, o% x, 1). h(0, o% y, 1) 
= h(0', ~', ~(x), r).h(0', ~', ~(y), r )  
-- h(0', oo', ~(x) @ re(y), 1'). 
Hence, from the universal property of the halfordering corresponding to 
the canonical projection T'*--+ T'*/R'~ we get %(XyRa) C%(x ) Q)~(yx)Q) 
R;. Repeating our argument with rc -1 we see 7z(xyR,)= n(x) @ 7r(y) Q)R'a. 
Similarly, since 0, 0% 1, -1  and 0', oe', 1', G 1' are in harmonic 
position, we obtain for all r s Ra and all multiple-valued halforderings h 
of/7:  
h(0', oo' ,vz( -r ) ,  1')=h(0, 0% - r ,  1)=h(0, ~,  -1 ,  1) 
= h(0', oe', O 1', 1'), 
and thus rc( -Ra)= (G 1) R" = G R'. 
To check (c), fix y s T, and let py:OV--* ov denote the projectivity with 
0o--.0o and x~x+y for all xeT .  Then a:=ZCpyn- l :o 'v ' - *o 'v  ' is a 
projectivity fulfilling :
oo ' --+ oo ', O ' ~ r~ (y ) , l ' --* C y (~ Zc (y ) , 
where the element Cye T' is defined by Cyq)Zc(y):=re(1 +y).  In light of 
[10, Satz 7], we have for all xe  T: 
tr(Tr(x)) e re(x) Q) Cy Q) R'aOrC(y). 
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Choosing x :=-y ,  we find O'=re(O)=repy(-y)=(r(re( -y))6re(-y)@ 
Cy @ R'a(~re(y), and making use of (a), (b) and (1.2, 4), we observe 
O' e re(( - 1 ) .y.  Ra) @ Cy @ R" • re(y) = (Q 1') (S) re(y) @ Cy @ R'~ G re(Y). 
By virtue of (1.2,3), this means O'e(O l ' )cyR '~Gl ' ,  i.e., G l 'e  
(GI ')ceR'a, and thus ce~R'.  Hence we have re(x+y)=~r(re(x))e 
re(x) R'(~re(y) for all x, yET.  In face of (a), this implies 
re(xRo + y) ~ re(x) R; @ re(y). 
Similarly, using re-1 we get the reverse inclusion. | 
(3.2) COROLLARY. Any two ternary fields T and T' coordinatizing 
isomorphic projective planes are "isomorphic modulo their extended radicals", 
i.e., there exists a bijection re:T-+T' fulfilling rc(T(m, xRa, c))= 
T'(zc(m), re(x) R'~, re(c)) for all m, x, c ~ T. 
Proof Without loss of generality let T= T(o, u, v, e) and T ' - -  
T(o', u', v', e') be ternary fields coordinatizing one and the same projective 
plane H. Since the group of projectivities from ov onto ov acts 3-transitive, 
there exists a projectivity re: ov-+o'v' of H which satisfies re(0)=0', 
re(m)= oo', and re(l)= 1'. In view of (1.2, 1) and (3.1) we infer for all 
m, x, c ~ T: 
Tc( T(m, xRa, c) ) = re(mxR a+ c) = re(m) z:(x) R'a G re(c) 
= T'(re(m), re(x) R'a, re(c)). | 
Given two fuzzy rings K= (K, +,. ,  s, Ko) and K '= (K', +,., e', K'o), in 
[ 1 ], a mapping ~h :K ~ K' is called a homomorphism, if 
~h(O) = O, ~(1)= 1, 
~(a~) = ~(a).  ~(~) for all ~ ~ K*, x ~ K 
F~ ,~< ~ Ko ~ F~ ~P(~,) ~(~,) ~ K'o 
i=  1. .n i=  1..n 
for n~N,  ~Cl,..,~,,21 .... ,~n~K. 
K and K' are called isomorphic, if mutually inverse homomorphisms 
~:K~K'  and $' :K ' - -*K exist. A morphism ~9:K--+K' is a homo- 
morphism ~h :K* ~ K'* with 
ai~ Ko ~ ~, ~(~i) ~ K'o for n ~ N, ~l, .., an e K*. 
i=  l . .n  i=  l . .n  
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Immediately from (3.1) we get: 
(3.3) COROLLARY. Let /7= (~, £P) be a projective plane coordinatfed 
by two ternary fields T= T(o, u, v, e) and T '= T(o', u', v', e'). Then the 
corresponding fuzzy rings T/IRa and T'//R" are isomorphic. 
We are going to show, that for any projective plane H = H(T) ,  the map- 
ping det is a Grassmann-Pl i icker map. To obtain some independence from 
the chosen coordinatization of /7,  we will make use of (3.1). 
(3.4) LEMMA. Let /7= (~, ~)  be a projective plane not of order two, let 
T = T( o, u, v, e ), T' = T( o', u', v', e' ), Ra , R'a , and finally ~ : ov --* o ' v' be as 
in Theorem (3.1), and denote by det (respectively det') the determinant func- 
tion associated to T (T' respectively). Then there exist a homomorphism 
7c':(~pE~_--*T'*/R' a and a constant veT'*/R'a such that for all 
x, y, ze~:  
rc(det(x, y, z)) = det'(x, y, z) Q) v Q) rc'(6x + 6y + 6z). 
In particular, for all eo, e~, e2, e3, f2, f3 ~ ~ we have 
3 
osy~ 
i=0  
( -  1);-det(e ..... , e'~ ..... e3). det(ei, f2, f3), 
if and only if 
3 
0 's  ~ (O1)  i Q) det'(e ..... , e"~ .... , e3) @ det'(ei, f2, f3), 
i=0  
where the last sum refers to the sum q) in T'. 
Proof Since (x, y, z) --* ~(det(x, y, z)) is a regular volume-function on 
/7, in view of (2.9) there exists a homomorphism q~: T '* /R 'x  Op~ 2~ 
T'*/R'a, such that 
rp((det'(x, y, z), 6x + 6y + 6z - 6, - 6v)) = rc(det(x, y, z)) 
for all (x ,y , z )~N.  Writing ~o=:@lX@2 as the product of two 
homomorphisms rpl: T'*/R; --* T'*/R'a and (P2: Gp~ 2~ --* T'*/R'a, we 
obtain for all (x, y, z) e N : 
~(det(x, y, z)) = q)l (det'(x, y, z)) Q) ~0 2 (6 x + 6y + 6z - 6, - 6v). 
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Then, with respect to the fixed order-function co' associated to T', for all 
y~ T* with y' := g(y)  we infer using (2.6): 
y'R'=rc(yR~)=z~(h~o(O, 0% y, 1)) 
= ~(ho~(0', or', y', 1')) since ~ is a projectivity 
= rc((O'x[ y', 1')o~. (~ 'x t  y', 1')~ 1) 
for some point x q~ o' v' 
= zc(det(0', x, y ' ) -det(0' ,  x, 1') - I  
• det(oo', x, 1'). det(oo', x, y , ) - l )  
= qh (det'(0', x, y') det'(0', x, 1') -1 
- det'(ov', x, 1') det'(oo', x, y , ) - l )  C) ~o2(0) 
= cpl ((0'xl y', 1')o~, @ (oo'x I y', 1 ')2 ~) C) 1 
= ~01(ho~,(0', oo', y', 13) 
= q)l (YtRra).  
Hence (p l :T '* /R 'a~T'* /R"  is the identity map, and taking v := 
~o2( -6 , -  6v) and ~' := ~o2 the first claim of (3.4) is established. In light of 
(3.1), applying rc and scaling with v 2 o ~'(6eo + 6~1 + fie2 + 6e3 + 6sl + 6s2) the 
last claim of (3.4) is immediate (cf. [17, Lemma 5.2]). | 
(3.5) THEOREM. Let H= (~, 5f) be a projective plane over a ternary 
field T = T(o, u, v, e), and let T/IRa be the corresponding fuzzy ring. Then the 
mapping 
det: ~x~x~ ~ T*/R~w {0} 
is a surjective Grassmann-Pliicker map of degree 3 with values in T//Ra. The 
combinatorial geometry _M associated to the corresponding matroid Mdet with 
coefficients in T/IRa equals H. 
Proof Since the claims are clear for the minimal projective plane, we 
may assume that H has order at least three• By definition, it suffices to 
verify (GP2), i.e. we have to show 0 s Z for 
)~ := det(el, e2, e3) det(f2, f3, eo) + ( - 1) det(eo, e2, e3) det(f2, f3, el) 
+ det(eo, el, e3) det(f2, f3, e2) + ( -  1) det(eo, el, e2) det(f2, f3, e3), 
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where eo, ..., e3, f2, f3 range over ~. Since this claim is trivially fulfilled, if 
eo, ..., e3 are collinear or if f2 =f3,  without loss of generality we may 
assume 
f2~f3, (el, e2, e3)e~ , e3•f2f3 , and f2¢e2e3, 
permuting the points under consideration if necessary. In order to deal with 
fewer cases, we extend the fixed order-function co to Sex N by putting 
co(L, p) := 0 for all p e L. Note that this extension is in line with the defini- 
tion of co in Section 2, and that det(x, y, z) = co(xy, z). co(vx, y) holds for 
all points x, y, z with x # y, x ¢uv and y ¢ vx. We first settle the case that 
eo, ..., e 3 form a frame of H. Then, in view of (3.4), we can check our claim 
with respect o the ternary field T(el, e2, e3, e0) of / / .  Hence, without loss 
of generality, we may assume (el, e2, e3, eo) = (0, u, v, e). Then we have: 
Z = det(o, u, v) det(f2, f3, e )+ ( -1 )  det(e, u, v) det(f2, f3, o) 
+ det(e, o, v) det(f2, f3, u) + ( - 1) det(e, o, u) det(f2, f3, v) 
= 1. det(f2, f3, e) + ( -  1) co(eu, v) co(re, u) det(f2, f3, o) 
+ co(eo, v) co(re, o) det(f2, f3, u) 
+ ( -  1)co(eo, u) co(re, o) det(f2, f3, v) 
= det(f2, f3, e) + ( - 1) co((0, 1 ), v) co((1), (0)) det(f2, f3, o) 
+ 1. co((1), (0, 0))det(f2, f3, u) 
+ ( -  1) co((1, 0),  (0)) co((1 ), (0, 0)) det(f2, )'3, v) 
= det(f2, f3, e )+ ( -1 ) .  1 • det(f2, f3, o) 
+ 1 - ( -1 ) -  det(f2, f3, u )+ ( -1 ) .  1. ( -1 ) .  det(f2, f3, v) 
= det(f2, f3, e )+ ( -1 ) .det ( f z ,  f3, o) 
+ ( -  1). det(f2, f3, u) + det(f2, f3, v). 
Since v¢f2f3, the line f2f3 has the form (m, c)  with some m, ce T; and 
since f2 $ uv, the line vf2 equals (d )  with some de T. For f3 cannot lie on 
(d ) ,  we may compute 
X = co((m, c),  (1, 1)) fo((d),  f3) + ( - 1) co((m, c), (0, 0)) og((d), f3) 
+ ( -  1) co((m, c),  (0)) o~((d), f3) + co((m, c),  v) co((d>, f3) 
= I-(T(m, 1, c ) -  1) Ra+ ( -1 )  (T(m, O, c)-O) Ra 
+(--1)(m--O)Ra+Ra3. co((d), f3). 
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Thus, for all m, c, de  T we have to show: 
0 ~ (T(m, 1, c ) - l )Ra+( -1)cRa+( -1)mRa+Ra.  
Making use of (1.1, 3), (1.1, 2), (1.2, 4), (1.2, 3), and (1.2, 2), this easily 
follows from: 
T(m, 1, c ) -  1 e [ ( -  1)+ T(m, 1, c)] Ra= [ ( -1 )R~+mR,+ cR~]Ra 
= - - [ ( - -1)  2 R~+ (- -1)rnR~+ (--1) cRa] R~ 
= - - [ - ( -1 )  cRa+ (--1) mRa+R~]. 
It remains to check the case that e ..... , e3 do not form a frame of H. Then 
eo is collinear with one of the sides of the triangle (el, e2, e3). Swapping el 
and e2 if need be, we have to distinguish between the two cases e o ~e2e3 
and eoeele2. 
If eo~e2e3, in light of (3.4), we may assume that (el, e2, e3)= (0, u, v) 
and eo--(1). Then we obtain 
Z = det(o, u, v) det(f2, f3, (1)) + ( -  1) det((1), u, v) det(f2, f3, o) 
+ det((1), o, v) det(f2, f3, u) 
+ ( -1 )  det((1), o, u) det(f2, f3, v) 
= 1 • det(f2, f3, (1 ) )+0+ ( -1 )  det(o, (1), v) det(f2, f3, u) 
+ det(o, (1), u) det(f2, f3, v) 
= det(f2, f3, (1)) + ( -  1) c0((1, 0}, v) ~0((0), (1)) det(f2, f3, u) 
+ co((1, 0}, (0))0~((0}, (1))det(f2, f3, v) 
= det(f2, f3, (1)) + ( - 1 ) det(f2, f3, u) + det(f2, f3, v). 
Again we have f2f3 = (m, c}, vf2= (d} and f3 ¢ (d}  for some m, e, de T. 
So we observe 
Z ---- co((m, c), (1)) co((d), f3) + ( -  1) ~((m,  c), (0)) 
• o)((d>, f3) + cg((m, c>, v) (o((d>, f3) 
= [(m-- 1) Ra+ ( - -1)mRa+R~']  • co((d}, f3), 
and as above, one gets 0e  Z. If eoee~e2, in view of (3.4), we may take 
(el, e2, e3) = (0, u, v) and eo = (1, 0). Then 
Z = det(o, u, v) det(f2, f3, (1, 0)) + ( -  1) get((1, 0), u, v) det( f  2, f3, o) 
+ det((1, 0), o, v) det(f2, f3, u) 
+ ( -1 )  det((1, 0), o, u) det(f2, f3, v) 
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= det(f2, ]'3, (1, 0)) + ( -  1) co((0, 0), v) e)((1 ), (0)) det(f2, f3, o) 
+ co( (0, 0), v) co(( 1 ), (0, 0)) det(f2, f3, u) + 0 
= det(f2, f3, (1, 0)) + ( -  i) det(f2, f3, o) + ( -  1) det(f2, f3, u). 
With f2f3 = (m, c), vf2= (d )  and f3 ¢ (d) ,  m, c, de T, we derive 
Z = co((m, c), (1, 0)) co((d), f3) + ( -  1) co((m, c), (0, 0)) 
• o)( (d) , f3)+(-1)co((m,  c), (0)) co((d), f3) 
= [(T(m, 1, c ) -O)Ra+( -1) (T (m,O,c ) -O)R  a 
+ (-- 1)(m-- 0) R~-] • co((d), f3) 
= IT(m, 1, c) Ra+ ( -1 )  cRa+ ( -1 )mRa]  .e)((d), f3), 
whence we finally conclude 0~ Z- | 
Replacing the mapping det: ~ x # x ~ ~ T*/Ra w {0} by the function 
b:~x#x~T* /Uw{O} with b(x,y ,z) :=det(x ,y ,z ) .URJRa,  
where U is any subloop of T* containing its extended radical, immediately 
from (1.4) and (3.5) we get: 
(3.6) CoRoI3~agY. Any projective plane 11= (~, .LP) is the combinatorial 
geometry of a matroid of rank 3, defined on ~, with coefficients in T//U, 
where T is an arbitrary ternary field coordinatizing 11, and U is an arbitrary 
subloop of T* containing Ra. 
By virtue of (2.9), for any regular volume function A :N~ T*/R, 
there exist a homomorphism (p:(~pe~77--.T*/_R a and a constant 
v = q~(- 6u - 6v) such that A (x, y, z) = det(x, y, z). v. q)(6x + 6y + 6z) for all 
x, y, zeN.  Hence (3.5) yields: 
(3.7) COROLLARY. Let 11= (~, ~)  be a projective plane over a ternary 
field T, and let A : ~ ~ T*/Ra be a regular volume function on 11. Then its 
extension to ~ x ~ x ~, 
A'(x'Y'Z):={o(X'Y'Z) elseif (x ,y ,z )e~ 
is a Grassmann-Pliicker map of degree 3 with values in T//R,. The com- 
binatorial geometry _M associated to the corresponding matroid Ms, with 
coefficients in T/IRa equals 11. 
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In light of [-6, Theorem 1.19 and Sect. 3], (3.5) translates into: 
(3.8) COROLLARY. Let 11= (~, 5e) be a projective plane over a ternary 
field T, and let Md~t be the corresponding matroid with coefficients in T//R,. 
Then the set 
( 
~ c : ~ ~ T*/ R~ w {0) [ there are mutually distinct e . . . . . .  e 3 E ~, 
(el, e2, e3) ~ ~, andsome 2~ T*/R, sueh that 
c(p)= {20(-1)~det(e°' "'" e~' .... 'e3) otherwiseif p=e~} 
is the minimal presentation of Md~t = M(~, ~d~t) in the sense of Dress and 
Wenzel. 
(3.9) COROLLARY. Let /7= (~, 5¢) be a projective plane over a ternary 
field T, and let Mdet be the corresponding matroid with coeffieients in T//R a. 
Then the set ~dot* of hyperplane functions of Md~t in the sense of Dress and 
Wenzel contains exactly the functions 
fL,~: p_.+{20.co(L,p) if p(~L 
if p~L, 
where 2 ranges over T*/R a and L varies over ~.  
Proof By ['6, Definition 3.3], ~det* contains exactly those functions 
f: ~ ~ T*/R a u {0} mapping p e ~ onto 2. det(p, P2, P3), where P2 ¢ P3 
range over N and 2 varies over T*/Ra. Given such an element 
f :  p ~ 2. det(p, P2, P3) = 2-det(p 2, P3, P) of ~det* fiX any Po e :~P2P3. In 
view of (2.6a) and the definition of (P2P3]P, Po)~ we have 
f(P)=I~'~o(P2P3, P)=fLo~,(P) for all p~,  Pq~P2P3, 
where L := P2P3 and # := 2. co(p2p3, po) -I • det(p2, P3, Po) e T*/Ra. The 
reverse inclusion is clear. | 
Let (G,-) be an abelian group and 0 an additional element with 0 .g= 
g .0  :=0 for all g~G. In line with [17, Sect. 5], we call two mappings 
b, b': ~ x :~ x :~ ~ G u {0} similar or projectively equivalent, if there exist a 
homomorphism lr': Op~ 7/~ G and a constant 7e G such that 
b(x, y, z) = b'(x, y, z). re'(6 x + 6y + ~) "7 
582a/68/1-6 
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for all (x, y, z) ~ ~ x ~ x ~. Clearly, similarity is an equivalence 
relation, and with b all mappings similar to b are Grassmann-Pliicker 
maps [17, 5.2]. We now can state the following universal property 
of T//R~. 
(3.10) PROPOSITION. Let H = (~, 0~) be a projective plane over a ternary 
field T, let K= (K, +,., e, Ko) be a fuzzy ring, and let 
b:~x~x~K*u {0} 
be a Grassmann-Pliicker map such that its associated combinatorial 
geometry _M b equals 17. Then there exists a morphism ~: T//R~ ~ K such 
that ~b o det is projectively equivalent to b (putting ~k(0) := 0). 
Proof. By (2.8) and [6, 1.19, 1.20], there exists a homomorphism 
¢p: T*/RaX ~p~7]---~ K* such that for all (x, y , z )~:  
~o((det(x, y, z), fix + by + 6z - 6u - 6v)) = b(x, y, z). 
Writing q~=:~0'x~o" with the homomorphisms q/: T* /Ra~ K* and 
~o": Gp~Tl  ~ K*, we obtain for all (x, y , z )~:  
b(x, y, z) = q/(det(x, y, z) ) . q~"(bx + 6y + 6~) .qg"( -6~ - 6~). 
Since _Mb equals H, this equation extends to ~x~x~ by taking 
¢p'(O) := O. By induction on n, we shall show that ~ := ~0' fulfills 
O~ ~, t iRa~ Y' ~b(tiR.)~K o 
i=  l . .n  i=  l . .n  
for all n~N,  tt ..... thaT*. (*) 
First we check this for n ~< 3. Therefore, take the points eo := ( -a ) ,  el := v, 
e2 := o, e3 := u, f2 := (1, -b ) ,  and f3 := (1 + 1, ( -b ) (1  + 1)). Then we have 
f2f3 = ( -b ,  0), vf2= (1 ) ,  and we find (cf. the proof of (3.5)): 
det(el, e2, e3). det(eo, f2, f3) 
= det(v, o, u) det(f2, f3, ( -a ) )  
= 1. co ( ( -b ,  0),  ( -a ) ) .  fo((1),  f3) 
=(( -b ) - ( -a ) )R~ 
=( ( -b )+a)Ra  by (1.1,3) 
=(a-b)  Ra by (1.1, 3); 
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det(eo, e2, e3)' det(el, f2, f3) 
= det( ( -a) ,  o, u)det(f2, f3, v) 
= ( -1)det(o ,  ( -a ) ,  u). co( ( -b ,  0), v). co((1 ), f3) 
= ( -1 )  co(( --a, 0), (0)). co((O), (- -a)) .  1-1 
=(--1)( - -a)R~ by (l.1, 3), (1.2, 4) 
= aR~; 
det(eo, el, e3)-det(e2, f2, f3) 
= det( ( -a) ,  v, u)det(f2, f3, o) 
=0;  
det(eo, el, e2)-det(e3, f2, f3) 
= det( ( -a) ,  v, o)det(f2, f3, u) 
= det(o, ( -a ) ,  v) ~( (  -b ,  0), (0)). a~((1 ), f3) 
=co(( -a ,  0), v). co((0 ), ( -a ) )  • ( -b )  Ro- 1 
=1-1  . ( -b )Ra  
= - bRa. 
Since b fulfills (GP2), scaling with the inverse of q~"(6~o + 6e, + 6e2 + 6e3 + 
6f2+~S3 ) and of ~o"(--26u--Zav) we infer ¢((a-b)Ra)+e~,(aR~) 
+O+e~k(-bR~)eKa for all a, be T. Scaling with e and taking a=b= 1 we 
get 1 +~(-Ra)eKo ,  and so by (FR5) 
(i) ¢(-Ra)=e. 
Hence the result above translates into 
~((a -b)  Ra) + t~(-aR~) + ~(bR~)e Ko for all a, beT.  
t, .... t3eT  with 0e~=a. .3tCR a. Then there exist r~ .... r3eR ~ 
(ii) 
Now let 
such that 
O=hq+(t2r2+t3r3) ,  i.e., t lr l=--(t2r2+t3r3). 
Putting a := t2r2 + t3r3 and b := t3r3 we obtain from (ii): 
~,( t lR , )  + O( tzRa) + ~b(t3 Ra) = ~k(-aRa) + ~( (a - b) R~) + ~(bRa) e Ko, 
which proves (,) for n~<3. Before showing (.) for arbitrary n, we first 
check 
(iii) c~ + fleKo, e~ + Te Ko ~f l  + ~eK o for all ~e K*, fl, ~e K. 
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Scaling with e-1 we get a-lf l+ 1, e+ct-17eKo by (FR2 and FR4), so 
a-lf le+ect-lyeKo by (FR6), and thus f l+~eKo by (FR2 and FR4), 
which means (iii). 
Now let ta .... t ,~T  with OsZ~=x..,tiR a and n>~3. Then there exist 
r x, r 2 e Ro such that 0 ~ (t~rl + t2r2)+ t3Ro +... + t nR~. Hence, by the 
induction hypothesis, we have 
~((tlrl + t2r2) Ra) -Jr- ~(t3Ra)  -}- ... -t- ~b(t.R~) e Ko; 
and by the case n ~< 3 settled above, we obtain 
~" O((tlrl + t2r2) R~) + O(tlR~) + O(t2R~) 
= 0(-- (tl rl + t2r2) Ra) + O(tl Ra) + 0(t2R~) E Ko. 
Taking ~:=O((tlrl+t2r2)Ra), fl:=O(t3Ra)+...+O(t, Ra) and 7:= 
~k(tlR~) + ~b(tzRa), (iii) finally implies 
¢/(taRa)+~k(tzRa)+O(t3Ra)+...+O(t,R,)=fl+ TeKo • | 
(3.11) Remarks. (a) Theorem(3.1) (and its corollary(3.2)) has a 
pleasing consequence, which goes far beyond the concern of this paper. It 
shows that all properties of a ternary field T which are defined modulo its 
extended radical do not depend on the chosen coordinatization and are 
therefore invariants of the projective plane II(T) over T. 
(b) Note, that in view of (3.4), for distinct coordinatizations T, T' of 
a projective p lane/ / the  associated eterminant functions det and re- 1 o det' 
and the functions A' considered in (3.7) are projectively equivalent. 
4. UNIFORM VALUATIONS AND VALUATED MATROIDS 
We first recall the definition of a valuation of a matroid from Dress and 
Wenzel [5]. If M is a combinatorial geometry of rank m, defined on E, 
then a mapping v:Em-~Fu{O} into an ordered abelian group (F,.) 
united with a least element 0 is called a valuation for M, if the following 
three axioms are satisfied: 
(V0') v(el, ..., era) 50 if and only if {el, ..., era} is a base of M; 
(VI') for all el, ..., erasE and for all permutations a~Sm we have 
v(ea(1) ... . .  Ca(m)) = v(e 1 ..... era) ;  
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(V2') for all e . . . . .  , e  m, f2 , . . . , fm~E there exists some i~ {1, ..., m} 
such that 
v(e,, ..., e,,). V(eo, f2 .... , fro) <- v(e ..... , e~ ..... e,~) .v(ei, f2 ..... fro)" 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. Let H = (2~, £0) be a projective plane over a ternary 
field T= T(o, u, v, e) which admits a uniform valuation w: T~ 1"~ (0} into 
an abelian group 1". Then the mapping 5 
waet : ~ × ~ × ~ -~ 1"u {0}, wa~t (x, y, z) := w(det(x, y, z)), 
is a valuation on II. In particalur, wdet may be regarded as a 
Grassmann-Pli~cker map of degree 3 with values in the perfect fuzzy ring 
T//Uw, the associated combinatorial geometry of which equals 17. 
Proof (V0') and (VI ')  are immediate from (V0), [12, (1.2, 2)], and by 
the definition of det. Now assume that (V2') fails, i.e., that there are 
e ..... , e3 , f2 , f3E~ such that for all i=1 ,2 ,3 :  wdet(eo,...,e" ~ .... ,e3)" 
Wd~t(ei, f2,f3)<Wd~t(el, e2, e3).wa~t(eo,f2,f3 ). Then [12, Prop. l .3] 
implies 
W(~oe i 'det (e  ...... ~,. . . ,e3).det(ei,  f2 , f3) )  
= w(det(el, e2, e3)" det(eo, f2, f3)) 
= Wd~t (e 1, e2, e3). wdet (e0, fz,  f3) ~ 0, 
~3 ~ det(eo,..., A e3) det(e~,f2,f3), which holds contradicting 0 2_,~=o e .  e~,..., - 
by (3.5). So waet is a valuation o f /L  The remaining assertions tem from 
(1.6) and (3.6). | 
We now can state the announced survey over all valuations of II(T). 
(4.2) THBOREM. Let 17= (~, £0) be a projective plane over a ternary 
fieM T= T(o, u, v, e), and let 1" be an ordered abelian group. Then the 
valuations of 17 with value group 1" are exactly the mappings projectively 
equivalent to 
Wa~t: ~ x ~x  ~ ~ 1"u {0}, Wdet(X,y,z):=w(det(x,y,z)),  
where w: T+Fu {0} ranges over the uniform valuations of T with value 
group 1". 
5 Since U~ contains the extended radical of T, we may simply write w(tR,) := w(t) for all 
t~T. 
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Proof Given a uniform valuation w: T~F,  from (4.1) we know that 
Wdet and thus all mappings imilar to Wdot are valuations o f / / in  the sense 
of Dress and Wenzel (cf. I-5, 2.1]). To show the converse, let w' be any 
valuation of H. Then, by virtue of 1-5, Th. 4.3], there exists a perfect fuzzy 
ring K with F as its group of units, and w ' :Nx~xN~Fu{0} is a 
Grassmann-Plficker map with values in K, the combinatorial geometry of 
which equals //. As in the proof of (3.10), there exist homomorphisms 
q/: T*/R,  ~ F and q/': @p~e~ Z ~ F such that for all (x, y, z) ~ ~:  
w'(x, y, z) = ~o'(det(x, y, z)). ~o"(6 x+ (~y "~ (~z)" q)•( - -  (~u - -  (~v)" 
Thus we have to show that w: T~Fw {0} defined by 
w(t) := {0 '(tRa) if t v~0 
if t=0 
is a uniform valuation of T. Clearly, w fulfills the axioms (Vl), (V2) and 
(V4) from Section 1. Hence it remains to check (V3), i.e., 
w(a-  b) <~ max{w(a), w(b) } for all a, b s T. 
Taking the same points eo, el, e2, e3, f2, and f3 as in the proof of (3.10), 
we obtain 
det(el, e2, e3). det(eo, f2, f3) = (a - b)Ra, 
det(eo, e2, e3)" det(el, f2, f3) = aRa, 
det(eo, el, e3)" det(e2, f2, f3) = 0, 
det(eo, el, e2). det(e3, f2, f3) = -bRa.  
Since w' fulfills (V2'), scaling with the inverse of q)"(feo + (~e I "t" 6e2 "JV •e3 "t- 
6Sl + 612 ) and of (p"( --26u -- 26v) we infer w(a -- b) <<. max{w(a), w( -b )}  for 
all a, b e T. Since w' also fulfills (VI'), we have w(-b)= w(b), which finally 
proves our claim. | 
In [5, Sect. 4], Dress and Wenzel discuss a connection between 
epimorphisms of Pappian projective spaces H and their notion of 
valuations on H. In a certain way, this connection goes over to arbitrary 
projective planes, since in light of [12, Sect. 2] any uniform valuation of a 
ternary field T induces a place of T in the sense of Andr6 and thus an 
epimorphism of the projective plane over T. To obtain the exact rela- 
tionship, we fix a uniform valuation w: T--* Fu  {0} of T with an abelian 
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value group F and consider the valuations wdot := w o det and w' defined 
on H= I I(T) as follows (take B := (o, u, v) in [5, 2. 12]) : 
w'(x, y, z) := Wdet (X, y, Z) " q(X) " q(y) " q(Z) 
for all x, y, z ~ 
rl(X ) := (max{wrist (u, v, x), wd~t(o, v, x), Wd~t(O, U, X)}) -~ 
for all x ~ ~.  
Then, by [-5, 2,12], the set 
~w, := {(el , e2, e3)~[w' (x ,  y, z) <<. w'(el, e2, e3) for all x, y, zs~} 
= {(el, e2, e3)s~lw' (e l ,  e2, e3)= 1} 
is not empty, for it contains (o, u, v). Hence it is the set of bases of a 
combinatorial geometry M w' on ~ (cf. [-5, 2.9]). 
(4.3) LEMMA. The simplification s(M w') of M w' is a projective plane. 
Proof In light of [-5, 2.9i], M w' contains no loops. Hence its simplifica- 
tion is given by the identification of mutually parallel points of M w'. Since 
(o, u, v) is a base of M w', s(M w') is a simple matroid of rank 3 defined on 
point classes of ~.  Thus any two distinct points of s(M w') are contained in 
a unique hyperplane (line) of s(MW'). Given to distinct hyperplanes H"  and 
L" of s(MW'), H' :=s - l (H  ") and L' :=s- l (L  ") are distinct hyperplanes of 
M w', since the simplification map s is a strong map. Thus there exist dis- 
tinct lines H and L o f / / such  that Hc  H '  and L c L'. Hence H'c~ L' con- 
tains p := HL and all points parallel to p, which implies s(p) ~ H" c~ L". It 
remains to show that s(M w') contains a frame. Therefore we shall check 
(e, u, v), (e, o, v), (e, o, u) ~ ~w,. Recall, that we have r/(u) = t/(o) = t/(v) = 1 
by definition, and that we know 
det(e, u, v) = 1, det(e, o, v) = - 1, det(e, o, u) = - 1 
from the proof  of (3.5). Using these equalities, we easily compute: 
w'(e, u, v) = w(det(e, u, v)) t/(e) t/(u) t/(v) 
= w(1) r/(e) 
= (max{wdet(u, v e), wdet(o, v, e), wdet(o, u, e)}) -~ 
~--- 1, 
and similarly we obtain w'(e, o, v) = w'(e, o, u) = 1. | 
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(4.4) PROPOSITION. Let /7  = (~, ~)  be a projective plane over a ternary 
field T admitting a uniform valuation w: T--. F • {0} into an abelian group 
F, and let ~w, be defined as above. Then the epimorphism q~w:II~/7' 
associated to w satisfies: 
((pw(x), ~Ow(y), ~Ow(Z)) is a base of H', if and only i f(x,  y, z )eN w'. 
Proof Since by (4.3) the simplification map s :~.~ '  induces an 
epimorphism of /7, we only have to compare this mapping with the 
epimorphism (pw associated to w via the place defined in [-12, Sect. 2]. 
Clearly, both epimorphisms map (o, e, u, v) onto frames. Thus we shall 
check that the two sets 
Iw= {te T lw(t)< l } 
and 
L := {t~ rl (0, t) is parallel to (0, 0) in M ~'} 
are equal. Since o and u are not parallel in M ~' and since x e ov cannot be 
parallel to u, we have 
L={teT lw ' (o ,x ,u )< l  for x= (0, t)} 
= {t e TI Wdet (0, X, U) ?1(0) ?7(2)/~(U) < 1 for x = (0, t)} 
= {t~T lwaot (o ,x ,u )q(x )< l  for x=(0 ,  t)} 
= {t e TI wdot (o, x, u) < max{waet (u, v, x), 
Wdet(O , V, X), Wdet(O , U, X)}, X = (0, t)} 
= {t ~ T[ Wdet (0 , U, X) < Wdet (X , U, V) for x = (0, t)} 
= {t~ TI w(o(<O, 0>, (0, t ) ) .o(<0>, (0))) 
< w(o(<o, t>, v).~(<o>, (o)))) 
= {teT Iw( ( - t )R~)<w(1  .Ro)} 
={t~TIw( t )< l} .  I 
(4.5) Remarks. (a) For arbitrary projective planes H it is open, 
whether a given epimorphism cp of H can be recognized also from those 
ternary fields o f / / the  coordinatizing frame of which is not mapped onto 
a frame by q~. Hence it is quite remarkable that, in light of (4.2), all 
epimorphisms temming from valuations of /7 can be recovered by the 
uniform valuations of any arbitrarily given ternary field of H. 
(b) Actually, this fact may be regarded as an application of 
Theorem (3.1) in the sense of Remark (3.11(a)): Any uniform valuation 
on a ternary field T admitting an abelian value group is an invariant of 
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the projective plane over T. However, compared to Andrffs concept of 
places, uniform valuations as well as Dress's and Wenzel's valuations are 
just not adequate to describe all epimorphisms of projective planes. 
(c) As stated in [-14], the chirotope structures of H(T) are related to 
the orderings of T, and since any ordering (positive cone) P of T is a 
subloop of T* containing its extended radical (cf. [11]), T//P is the 
appropriate fuzzy ring to describe the chirotope structures associated to P. 
Thus, in accordance with its universal properties (3.10)0 not only all valua- 
tions of H(T) but also all chirotope structures of H(T) can be recognized 
via the fuzzy ring T/IRa. 
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